
ABSTRACT 

LI, DAIXI. Quasi-Static Time-Series Analysis of Power Distribution Systems Voltage 

Control. (Under the direction of Dr. David Lubkeman).  

 

It is utility’s fundamental responsibility to deliver voltage within suitable range to its 

customers. Volt/VAR control aims to maintain voltage profile of a feeder within desired 

range under any possible loading condition. With development of technology, there are other 

devices which can be used for voltage regulation in distribution system such as the Solid 

State Transformer (SST) being developed by the FREEDM Systems Center.  

The objective of this thesis is to explore two topics related to the voltage control of electric 

power distribution circuits with high penetration levels of distributed photovoltaic (PV) 

power systems: 

1. A Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) of utilizing the SST as voltage regulation devices 

for distribution systems. 

2. An Integrated Volt/VAR Control (IVVC) model to be used with the OpenDSS 

simulation platform for emulating the effectiveness of centralized controls on 

mitigating distributed photovoltaic system voltage impacts. 

Based on the results of SST simulations, SST deployment is a cost effective solution for 

overvoltage caused by high penetration of PV under certain scenarios. In addition, the SST 

deployment facilitates the implementation of Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) by 

improving the low voltage buses in a given circuit. The test results of the IVVC control prove 

that the proposed control can successfully keep the voltage within the target voltage range. 

Two utility-scale distribution feeders are used as test circuits for this study. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

 Background  

It is a utility’s fundamental responsibility to deliver voltage within suitable range to the 

customers. In a distribution system, as the load distance from the substation increases, the 

line impedance increases as well, resulting in voltage drop along the feeder. Devices such as 

voltage regulators (VR), load tap changing transformers (LTC), shunt capacitors (CAP) are 

commonly used for voltage regulation purposes. Most utilities in America follow the ANSI 

C84.1 standard [1], which defines the allowable operational voltage range for utilization 

voltage and service voltage. Figure 1.1 shows the ANSI C84.1 standard ranges on a 120V 

basis for residential customers. Two voltage ranges are specified: one for utilization and the 

other for service voltage at the meter. It is the utility’s responsibility to maintain the service 

entrance voltage within service range [2]. Some utilities would keep the voltage in an even 

tighter range for implementing Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR).  

 Volt/VAR Control 

To keep voltage within acceptable tolerance, utilities have different voltage regulation 

techniques, and Volt/VAR control is one commonly used approach in distribution systems. In 

a conventional distribution system, buses at the end of feeder are vulnerable to under-voltage 

issues during heavy loading conditions, and top of feeder buses may experience overvoltage 

issues under light loading conditions. With the help of Volt/VAR control, voltage profile can 

be kept within desired range for typical loading conditions.  
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Figure 1.1 ANSI C84.1 Voltage Limits on 120V Basis 

VR is used in a Volt/VAR scheme to improve voltage, and CAP is utilized to compensate 

VAR and correct power factor (PF). VRs are autotransformers with adjusting taps. Most VRs 

provide a design range of 10%  with 32 steps. Each step is 0.625%, corresponding to a 

0.75V change at 120V level [2]. CAP can be either fixed or switched based on application 

scenarios. Switched CAP is preferred when optimally applied CAP causes excessive voltage 

under light loading condition. Switched CAP can be controlled based on time clock, 

temperature, voltage, VARs, power factor (PF) and current. [2] 

Due to technology limits, initially VRs and CAPs are controlled separately by their local 

controller, and take action based on local measurement data. However, developments in 

communication and data acquisition technologies enables the introduction of more 

centralized Volt/VAR schemes, where measurement data is sent to central controller for 
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analysis and then control commands are sent to the chosen devices by the master controller. 

Integrated Volt/VAR Control could provide a better coordination between different devices 

[3]. What’s more, since data from different measurement points are being processed and 

analyzed, the master controller could make more optimal control actions compared to 

standalone local controller.  

 FREEDM System 

The Future Renewable Electric Energy Delivery and Management System (FREEDM 

System) is an example of a next generation distribution system which utilizes power 

electronics and power semiconductors devices to accommodate challenges associated with 

high-level integration of Distributed Renewable Energy Resources (DEDR) [4]-[7].  One 

main difference between a FREEDM system and conventional system is the utilization of 

Solid State Transformer (SST) and other associated FREEDM semiconductor devices.   

The SST is an inverter-based transformer which utilizes the latest power electronic 

technology. As shown in Figure 1.2, the configuration of SST consists of three parts: AC/DC 

rectifier, DC/DC converter, DC/AC inverter. PVs, electric car and storage battery may 

connect to the 120/240V AC bus or the 400V DC bus through DC/DC converter (see Figure 

1.3). In terms of voltage control functions, the SST provides the ability to regulate voltage at 

secondary side and supply reactive power to load. In the first part of this thesis, the SST is 

used as one of the main devices for voltage regulation, and the benefits of applying the SST 

is analyzed and summarized. A cost benefit analysis (CBA) is done to explore whether SST 

deployment is a cost-effective investment. 
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Figure 1.2 SST Configuration  

 

Figure 1.3 SST with AC and DC Terminals, and DGI Facilitating Local Plug and Play and Energy 

Management [6] 
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 Photovoltaics Impact on Distribution System 

Photovoltaics (PV) integration to the power system has grown exponentially in recent years. 

This raises technical concerns about adverse impacts of PV on voltage profile, system 

stability and control operation.   

Firstly, PV power output is subject to irradiance fluctuations due to cloud movements, which 

results in power injection variability. This highly variable PV being injected into the system 

will create intermittent voltage problems, such as voltage flicker. Secondly, PV 

interconnection can raise voltages near PV connection buses with parallel load.  

There is also a problem with reverse flow of power. In a conventional distribution system, 

power flows in one direction, from substation to customers. With a high level of PVs 

interconnected to the system, power may flow from downstream buses toward the substation. 

Reverse flow creates challenges on existing circuit and control techniques.  

 Contents of Thesis 

This thesis consists of two parts: 1. FREEDM Deployment of SST; 2. an emulation of an 

Integrated Volt/VAR Control and its test results. Chapter 2 introduces the test cases being 

used in SST-related simulation. Characteristics of the system are summarized and compared. 

Components modeling are discussed in Chapter 3, which includes modeling of multiple PV 

plants, load modeling, and SST modeling. In Chapter 4, simulation and results for FREEDM 

deployment cases are demonstrated and analyzed. A basic cost benefit analysis is performed 

based on the test cases’ results. Chapter 5 presents a Volt/VAR Control simulation scheme 
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which emulates the behavior of the Integrated Volt/VAR Control being deployed by many 

utilities, and its test results are illustrated and compared to the performance of local 

standalone Volt/VAR control. In addition, control performance under PV integration 

scenarios are explored as well. 

Conclusion and Future Work is summarized in Chapter 6.  
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CHAPTER 2. TEST CASES 

This chapter describes the test cases and circuits used in this thesis. The test circuits being 

considered here are two 12 kV utility-scale distribution feeders based on data provided by a 

local utility. The test feeders were provided in CYME format and converted to OpenDSS 

script. Characteristics for the test feeders are discussed in Section 2.1. The test scenarios for 

SST deployment are discussed in Section 2.2. 

 Characteristic of Test Feeders 

The main characteristics of the test feeders are shown in Table 2.1 below. There are no line 

voltage regulators in either Feeder A1 or A2. 

Table 2.1 Characteristics of Two Utility Test Circuits 

Circuit Name Feeder A1 Feeder A2 

System Voltage 12.47 kV 12.47 kV 

Feeder Length (Backbone) 3 miles 4.3 miles 

Peak Source kW 6700 7400 

Power Factor -0.998 -0.997 

Efficiency 99% 99% 

Number of Voltage Regulators 0 0 

Number of Capacitors 4 4 

Number of Transformers (Total) 309 297 

Number of Dist. Transformers 309 269 

- Less than 25 kVA 139 159 

- Between 25 kVA and 50 kVA 139 55 

- Between 25 kVA and 50 kVA 19 45 

- Larger than 100 kVA 12 38 

Number of Customers 1240 1511 
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 Feeder A1 

Feeder A1 (shown in Figure 2.1) is an actual distribution circuit with a nominal voltage of 

12.47 kV. The feeder length is around 3 miles, with a summer peak demand of 6.7 MW.  The 

initial circuit model provided consists of the primary side of the feeder, with an efficiency of 

around 99%. When the customer transformers of the feeder are added, the efficiency drops to 

about 97%. There are no line voltage regulators in this feeder, but a substation LTC is 

modeled at the top of the feeder.  

Four shunt capacitors, with the same rating of 600 kVAR, are connected to Feeder A1, and 

can be controlled to switch in and out based on need. Figure 2.2 shows the location of the 

capacitors. In the feeder, there are 309 distribution transformers with 1240 customers in total. 

The breakdown of distribution transformer sizing and phasing is shown in Table 2.2. 

Distribution transformers with zero customers are deleted from the model. In Figure 2.1, we 

could observe that the voltage range of initial feeder lies between 1 p.u. to 1.05 p.u., which 

means there is no voltage violation in the original circuit. Voltage at buses with load are 

captured in Table 2.3. These are results from a snapshot load flow in CYME. The power flow 

results of the feeder show that the voltage is within ANSI C84.1 limit. Although 120V to 

124V is a good range for voltage, additional voltage control may be needed for CVR 

implementation.  
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Table 2.2 Distribution Transformer Rating (Feeder A1) 

 Total 
single 

phase 
two phase three phase 

less than 10KVA 16 16   

between 10KVA and 

25KVA 
123 123   

between 25KVA and 

50KVA 
139 139   

between 50KVA and 

100KVA 
19 19   

larger than 100KVA 12 1 4 7 

 

Table 2.3 Voltage Range of Buses with Load (Feeder A1) 

Voltage 

Range 
V<118 118<V<120 120<V<122 122<V<124 124<V<126 

Phase A 0 0 25 155 0 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Voltage Variation (in p.u.) along Feeder (Feeder A1) 
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In Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, locations of commercial and residential load are shown. Feeder 

A1 has a mix of commercial load and residential load, with a majority of the load being 

residential. For commercial load, the number of distribution transformers is 40 and number 

of customers is 319. Residential load consists of 244 distribution transformers with 921 

customers.  

 

Figure 2.2 Location of Four Shunt Capacitors (Feeder A1) 
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Figure 2.3 Distribution of Commercial 

Customers (Feeder A1) 

Figure 2.4 Distribution of Residential 

Customers (Feeder A1) 

 

 Feeder A2 

Feeder A2 (shown in Figure 2.5) is also an actual 12.47 kV utility circuit with feeder length 

of about 4.3 miles. The feeder has a winter peak demand of 7.4 MW. When the distribution 

transformers of the feeder are modeled, the efficiency drops from 99% to approximately 

97%. There is no line voltage regulator in this feeder as well, while substation LTC is 

modeled. In Feeder A2, there are four 600 kVAR shunt capacitors for which the control 

sequence for switch operations need to be set. The location of the capacitors is shown in 

Figure 2.6. The voltage profile of feeder (as shown in Figure 2.5) lies between 1 p.u. to 1.05 

p.u which is relatively good. Voltages at load connecting buses generated from a snapshot 
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load flow are captured in Table 2.5. Overall, the circuit has no under-voltage issue, but may 

be vulnerable in terms of over-voltage problems with PV penetration.  

  

Figure 2.5 Voltage Variation (in p.u.) along Feeder (Feeder A2) 

There are 269 distribution transformers and 1511 customers in Feeder A2. The breakdown of 

distribution transformers is listed in Table 2.4. Distribution transformers with zero customers 

are deleted from the model.  
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Table 2.4 Distribution Transformer Rating (Feeder A2) 

 Total 
single 

phase 
two phase three phase 

less than 10KVA 34 34 0 0 

between 10KVA and 

25KVA 
125 125 0 0 

between 25KVA and 

50KVA 
55 46 6 3 

between 50KVA and 

100KVA 
45 23 12 10 

larger than 100KVA 38 2 6 30 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Location of four shunt capacitors (Feeder A2) 

Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show the location of different types of customers. As one can see 

from these two figures, Feeder A2 has a mix of commercial load and residential load. For 
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commercial load, the number of distribution transformers is 134 and number of customers is 

579. Residential load has 137 distribution transformers and 932 customers. 

Table 2.5 Voltage Range of Buses with Load (Feeder A2) 

Voltage 

Range 
V<118 118<V<120 120<V<122 122<V<124 124<V<126 

Phase A 0 0 0 155 46 

Phase B 0 0 0 0 180 

Phase C 0 0 0 173 25 

 

  

Figure 2.7 Distribution of Commercial 

Customers (Feeder A2) 

Figure 2.8 Distribution of Residential 

Customers (Feeder A2) 

 

 Simulation Scenarios 

 SST Test Cases 

In the simulation for SST deployment, four scenarios are considered: 1. Full deployment of 

SST for high PV penetration; 2. Partial deployment for high PV penetration; 3. Partial 

deployment for Conservation Voltage Reduction; 4. Combined case for PV and CVR. In 
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these four cases, SSTs are substituted as replacement for distribution transformers to fix 

voltage issues and reduce load energy consumption.  

2.2.1.1 Full Deployment of SST for High PV Penetration  

With increasing PV penetration, a distribution circuit would eventually hit its limit for PV 

integration. Beyond this limit, the circuit can no longer tolerate more PV resources without 

experiencing serious voltage issues. By incrementally increasing PV penetration in circuit 

studies, circuit PV penetration limits can be quantified.  

Full deployment of SSTs means replacing all distribution transformers with SSTs. With the 

voltage regulation function of SST, overvoltages caused by PV can be mitigated. Circuits 

with embedded SSTs result in a higher limit for PV penetration and CVR-based load energy 

reduction. 

2.2.1.2 Partial Deployment for High PV penetration and Partial Deployment for CVR 

In the case of partial deployment, SSTs are only placed at nodes where voltage issues occur. 

When PV integration is simulated, SSTs are used to fix overvoltage issue. For conservation 

voltage reduction, however, SSTs are deployed for low voltage nodes.  

 Study of Volt/VAR Scheme  

Test cases for Volt/VAR control are described in CHAPTER 5.  
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CHAPTER 3.  COMPONENTS MODELING 

The focus of this chapter is to illustrate the process of setting up QSTS simulation in 

OpenDSS. There are three steps: first, define the circuit model; second, set up the control 

devices; third, prepare time series data to be used as Loadshape curve. The modeling 

methodology described in this chapter will be used mainly in SST-related test cases. Changes 

are made in several settings for the Volt/VAR testing, and those setting changes will be 

discussed in CHAPTER 5.  

 Simulation Platform: OpenDSS 

OpenDSS is an open source script driven electric power Distribution System Simulator 

(DSS) [8]. It’s a comprehensive electrical system simulation tool for studying distribution 

systems. Unlike traditional software, it can not only run steady state analysis, but also quasi-

static time-series (QSTS) analysis over a certain duration like one day or a year. OpenDSS 

also has many features to support distributed generation modeling. The original utility 

circuits have been converted from CYME to OpenDSS models to better analyze distribution 

feeders from a cost benefit analysis standpoint. 

OpenDSS can be implemented as both a stand-alone executable program and an in-process 

COM server DLL. With the additional COM server, OpenDSS can be driven from a variety 

of software platforms including MATLAB. One could extract results or push commands 

through the COM interface. With these functions, it is feasible to set up automated scenarios, 

initiate QSTS simulation, process large quantities of results, and model more advanced 
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control like Volt/VAR scheme. Sandia National Laboratories developed a tool box called 

“Grid Integrated Distributed PV” (GridPV) which includes pre-built functions that utilized 

this COM interface and pulled all possible information on line, bus, load, etc. information 

from DSS to MATLAB [9]. Figure 3.1 shows a flow chart of the simulation process. 

 

Figure 3.1 Flow Chart of Simulation Process 

 Yearly Simulation Set Up 

In order to run quasi-static time-series simulation in OpenDSS. The following steps should 

be taken. The details of each step is described in this chapter.  

1. Load Modeling: Use yearly load profile to define Loadshape curve. Create Load.DSS 

file using CYME database and yearly load profile 
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2. Capacitor Control Modeling: Based on location of capacitors, define capacitor control 

switching sequence 

3. Regulator Control Modeling: Set substation LTC 

4. Secondary Circuit Modeling: Add transformers into the circuit 

5. PV Modeling: Include PV models in the simulation 

 Multiple PV Systems Modeling 

In this section, the modeling method used for PV is discussed. PV modeling consists of 

defining the basic settings for PV, including capacity, power factor, location, connection 

type, etc. Irradiance curves also need to be specified for time series study. Apart from this 

basic settings, PV’s variability in output is modeled in our study using a timeshifting method.  

 PV Data Source 

Based on the location of the simulation feeders, PV data used for SST simulation are 

downloaded from NREL Prospector website. Hourly GHI data for a typical year is 

downloaded in typical meteorological year (TMY) format, and converted to *.csv file to be 

used as PV irradiance curve. [10] Figure 3.2 provides a sample of the irradiance data. Some 

typical day types can be observed in this figure. 
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Figure 3.2 Sample Data for PV Irradiance from NREL 

In Volt/VAR control, control devices normally have a time delay before taking action. This 

time delay is usually set to be 45 second to 60 second. Therefore, when simulating for PV 

impact on Volt/VAR control, hourly data do not have enough resolution, and data with 

smaller time interval should be used. In this case, PV data with 1-second resolution are 

downloaded from EPRI website [11].  

 PV Output Variability Modeling  

The output power of PV plant is subject to variability due to transient cloud movements. 

Much research has been done to understand and characterize the variability of the PV. To 

summarize, the output power variability tends to have smoothing effect as the PV plants 

become larger, or when the PV systems are dispersed in wide area [12]. For large PV plant, 
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clouds typically cannot cover the entire PV plant simultaneously, and they need time to pass 

by. Therefore, fluctuation of the output power is decreased for larger PV plants. And when 

PV plants are distributed sparsely in a large area, there would be small or even zero 

correlation for these plants’ power variability.  

To accurately model the PV systems, we should take geographic smoothing effect into 

account. While high resolution PV data is of great value to a detailed system impact study, 

data with 1-second resolution are rarely found. Therefore, we need find a solution for better 

modeling the PV systems in simulation.  

Schmidt et al. [13] proposed a method of time shifting to capture the regional smoothing 

effect between different PV plants. Given one set of PV power time series data iP  at location

iX  , approximate the power data in a different location jX  by using the following equation. 

 (t) ( )
j

j i ij

i

P
P P t t

P
       (3.1)  

where ijt is the time shifting value. It typically depends on the distance vector of the two 

locations, and assumed cloud speed and direction.  

The factor 
j

i

P

P
 adjusts for different rated powers of the PV plants. 
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 Load Modeling 

Besides the circuits’ model information, the top of the feeder measurements for real power 

and reactive power with 15-minute resolution are also provided by the utility. These data are 

used as Loadshape curve in the QSTS simulation. A Loadshape object is defined in 

OpenDSS as an object consisting of a list of multipliers. These multipliers are applied to base 

kW values of each load to represent load variation over time. Data used for Loadshape can be 

per unit (p.u.) values or actual measurement values. For the latter, the normalize option needs 

to be enabled in Loadshape setting. [8] When defining Loadshape, a realistic reactive power 

profile should be a VAR profile without the impact of capacitor switchings.   

While the switching actions of capacitors are included in the given load data, an additional 

process needs to be performed in order to remove feeder load measurement errors caused by 

capacitor switching actions. A MATLAB script is written to process the reactive power data. 

After processing, the corrected yearly load data can be used as Loadshape of each load. An 

example of processed load profile is plotted in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3 Post-processing Load Profile (Feeder A1) 
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 Load Allocation 

To successfully run the model in time series, the top of the feeder power measurement needs 

to be allocated to every single load in the model.  

In CYME, REA method was used for load allocation. In order to follow the same load 

allocation method in OpenDSS, Peak kW of the yearly load profile is used as kWdem and 

allocation factors are calculated based on load parameters. Take the first node in Table 3.1 as 

example, 
 28

0.2917
0.96 100

Load kW
AllocationFactor

PF XFMR
  

 
. 

Table 3.1 Sample Load Data from CYME Database 

From Node 

 

Phase 

 

Total kW 

 

Aver. PF 

 

XFMR 

kVA 

 

Spot Type 

 

Total Cust 

 

Phase Type 

 

Config 

 

5480 B 28 96 100 Residential 16 ByPhase Yg 

45482 B 24 96 25 Residential 13 ByPhase Yg 

45485 B 26 90 75 Commercial 16 ByPhase Yg 

5484 B 25 96 100 Residential 17 ByPhase Yg 

45483 B 22 90 100 Commercial 15 ByPhase Yg 

45473 A 18 90 75 Commercial 13 ByPhase Yg 

 

When running a PV study, a constant power load model is used. The values of power for 

each load are calculated by OpenDSS using transformer rating, power factor and assigned 

allocation factor. Constant power load model will always consume the same amount of 

power. 

However, constant power load model is not suitable for CVR study. Conservation Voltage 

Reduction (CVR) involves the use of intentional voltage reduction to reduce peak demand 
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and obtain both energy and loss reduction. CVR can help a utility to defer building expensive 

peak generation capacity. Customers will also see an improvement in their voltage quality 

because of the energy reduction brought by CVR. A constant impedance/power load model is 

used for CVR simulation, where CVRwatt=0.7 and CVRvar=2. The constant impedance 

model is used so that when voltage drops, the P and Q consumptions drops as well. 

CVRwatts is defined in OpenDSS as percentage reduction in real power per 1% reduction in 

voltage. CVRvar is the percentage reduction in Q per 1% voltage reduction. [8] These values 

for CVRwatt and CVRvar are typical settings for a CVR study. 

 Regulator Setting 

OpenDSS provides a built-in control function for VR, which is called RegControl. This 

control is designed to emulate utility standard LTC or regulator control. It provides the 

ability to monitor a remote bus and the function of line drop compensator. [8]  Feeder A1 and 

A2 have no regulators in their initial CYME model, but when converting to OpenDSS, a 

substation LTC is added to provide the ability to maintain voltage at substation. The setting 

for this LTC is listed in Table 3.2. Line drop compensation and time delay are not defined for 

our test cases.  

Table 3.2 VR Control Setting for Substation LTC (Feeder A1) 

 Location Vreg Bandwidth PT Ratio CT Ratio 

Substation LTC Substation Bus 123.86V 2 60 100 

*Vreg stands for set voltage of the VR. 
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 Capacitor Control 

Apart from RegControl, OpenDSS provides a built-in control function for CAP as well. 

CapControl offers several control types based on different measurements: current, voltage, 

kVAR, PF and time. ONsetting and OFFsetting are used to define criteria for switching 

action. For each control type, ONsetting and OFFsetting need to be specified accordingly. 

For example, CapControl control based on current is needed to define Line Amps and 

CTratio in ONsetting. There are 4 capacitors in the Feeder A1 circuit (shown in Figure 3.4). 

All of the capacitors can be controlled to switch in and out during service. In this study, 

kVAR control is used, and the substation bus is chosen as measurement point. Capacitor 

control is set to implement a unity Power Factor (PF) at substation. 

Based on the substation VAR measurement, capacitors are switching in optimized priority. The rules 

applied here can be described as “Furthest Capacitors gets first IN - last OUT”.[14] Furthest means 

the distance from the substation to the location of the specified capacitor is the furthest among all the 

capacitors. For instance, Capacitor D locates at a nearest location to the substation, thereby, it has the 

lowest priority when switching in, and the highest priority when switching out.  

 

Table 3.3 lists the switching order for the 4 capacitors in the feeder. Priority can be assigned 

by time delay setting: Delay and DelayOFF. 
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Table 3.3 Capacitor Switching Table 

Capacitor ID 
Switch-IN 

Priority 

ON Delay 

(sec) 

Switch-OUT 

Priority 

OFF Delay 

(sec) 

CAP A 3 90 2 60 

CAP B 1 30 4 120 

CAP C 2 60 3 90 

CAP D 4 120 1 30 
 

 

Figure 3.4 Capacitor Locations  

 Solid State Transformer (SST) and Transformer Modeling  

The circuits provided by the utility do not include any distribution transformers. In order that 

we better characterize the loss of the circuits, distribution transformers are modeled so as to 

include secondary side voltage and losses into the scope of simulation. In the base case, only 

distribution transformers are modeled. While in FREEDM case, SST models are substituted 

for the traditional distribution transformers. 

First IN, last OUT 

Last IN, first OUT 
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 Base Case with Conventional Transformer 

Traditional distribution transformers are modeled using typical parameters of distribution 

transformers as shown below in Table 3.4. [16]  

Table 3.4 Electrical Characteristics of Single-phase Distribution Transformer   

7,200/12,470 Y V high voltage 

KVA No Load Loss %x %R 

10 68 1.2 1.4 

15 56 1.2 1.3 

25 47 1.2 1.2 

38 44 1.3 1.1 

50 37 1.4 1.1 

75 38 1.4 0.9 

100 36 1.7 1.9 

167 30 1.9 1.0 

250 24 2.6 1.2 

 

 FREEDM Case with SST 

The functionality of the Solid State Transformer (SST) can be categorized into three types: 

power management, fault management and energy management. For power management, the 

SST can regulate customer voltage, provide DC power, control primary side power factor 

and eliminate customer side harmonics. [15] 
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Figure 3.5 SST Model 

 

In the simulation of a FREEDM System, the SST is modeled using a step-down single-phase 

transformer with a voltage regulator on the secondary side. The step-down distribution 

transformer converts the primary voltage to a residential voltage level. The voltage regulator 

with a tight bandwidth setting, is used for regulating voltage on the residential side. The 

reactive power of the load at SST installation node is set to be zero, so that it could emulate a 

unity power factor working condition of the SST.  

3.7.2.1 SST Loss Model 

SST efficiency data provided by SST lab measurements was processed and analyzed to get 

the loss model of a typical SST. As shown in Figure 3.5, the SST model consists of three 

parts: AC/DC rectifier, DC/DC converter and DC/AC inverter. The following assumptions 

are made for the loss model calculation: 

1. %Loss is assumed to be same for each SST rating.  

2. 50% load is connected to DC (400V) bus, 50% load is connected to AC (240V) bus 
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3. Based on assumption 2, cumulative loss of SST can be calculated by the following 

equations:   

 For AC Load:  / / /A0.5 (% % % )AC DC DC DC DC CLoss Loss Loss     (3.2) 

 For DC Load:  / /0.5 (% % )AC DC DC DCLoss Loss     (3.3) 

When calculating the loss of SSTs, it is assumed that the efficiency of a SST would not 

change for different SST ratings, therefore the loss model remains the same for various SSTs. 

Since a SST has the functionality to directly connect DC load to DC bus, DC appliances such 

as electric vehicles are assumed to connect to the 380V DC bus instead of AC bus by using 

DC/DC inverter. Again, DC load is assumed to be 50% of the total load.  

SST loss is modeled by replacing the parameters of the conventional distribution transformer 

with the calculated loss parameters of a typical SST. Figure 3.6 shows the simulation model 

of the SST that is being used.  

 

 

Figure 3.6 SST Model used in simulation 
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  Validation of the OpenDSS Model 

To validate the conversion of the OpenDSS model, comparisons were made on feeder real 

power and reactive power flows, system losses and voltage profile. It can be seen from Table 

3.5 and Table 3.6 that our conversion has accurately translated the circuit from CYME to 

OpenDSS. Since CYME can only do steady state analysis, the comparison is based on 

snapshot run results. 

Table 3.5 OpenDSS and CYME Model Comparison (Feeder A1) 

 OpenDSS CYME % Difference 

Source kW 6,160 6,164 -0.06% 

Source kVAR -342 -341 0.33% 

Total Loss kW 43 47 -9.27% 

 

Table 3.6 OpenDSS and CYME Model Comparison (Feeder A2)  

 OpenDSS CYME % Difference 

Source kW 4,974 4,976 -0.04% 

Source kVAR -406 -394 3.05% 

Total Loss KW 35 38 -9.31% 
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CHAPTER 4.  FREEDM DEPLOYMENT ANALYSIS 

A FREEDM System deployment analysis involves substituting SSTs for traditional 

distribution transformers. However, the SST also provides additional advanced 

functionalities such as compensating VARs in the circuit, regulating customer utilization 

voltage, etc. With these added functions, SSTs can be applied to mitigate adverse impacts on 

circuits caused by PV interconnection, or be utilized to help with voltage profile 

improvement before implementing a CVR scheme.  

The focus of this chapter is to explore the benefits of deploying SSTs under different 

scenarios in a distribution system. First, a study of PV hosting capacity is conducted to learn 

the limit of the feeder. Then, four different scenarios are explored, including PV integration 

cases and CVR implementation situations. At the end of the chapter, a simple cost benefit 

analysis is performed to study economic viability of the various project options. Results of 

each case are analyzed and documented. SSTs are utilized as main voltage control devices in 

these four different cases.  

 As mentioned in Chapter 3, Feeder A1 and Feeder A2, two 12kV distribution feeders based 

on actual utility circuits, are employed for analysis of the FREEDM deployment of SST. In 

this chapter, Feeder A1 is used as the sample feeder. Results of Feeder A2 can be seen in 

Appendix B.  
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 Metrics 

A couple of metrics are been used in this study to better assess the benefits an SST 

deployment brings. Metrics are defined for energy, peak demand, losses and voltage. The 

first three are utilized in the result tables of different deployment scenarios. The voltage 

related metrics are defined to quantify how well SSTs can mitigate the voltage issues. 

In this study, PV penetration is defined by Equation (4.1).  

   

 
  

  100%
   

PV peak power
PV penetration (%)

Load peak power
    (4.1)  

  B AEnergy Saving Energy Energy    (4.2) 

  B APeak Reduction Peak Peak    (4.3) 

 B ALoss Reduction Loss Loss                                             (4.4) 

   100%B A

Base

Loss Loss
Loss Reduction (%)

Energy


    (4.5) 

    INDEXVoltageViolation number of violation buses   (4.6) 

 100%
# Timesteps with Violation

Violation Duration (%)
Total Timesteps

    (4.7) 

_ upper upper criteriaViotage Violation V V                               (4.8) 
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Equation (4.2) and (4.3) show the calculation of energy saving and peak reduction listed in 

the following tables. Loss reduction uses Equation (4.4) and Equation (4.5). Instead of using 

ALoss  as the denominator, the denominator for calculating % Loss Reduction is the total 

energy value of the corresponding base case. The improvements in voltage are quantified 

using Equation (4.6) and (4.7). And Equation (4.8) is used to define the voltage derivation 

from the upper bound. 

 PV Hosting Capacity 

Before replacing transformers with SSTs, a study of PV hosting capacity is conducted to 

learn the PV integration limit of the circuit. The following assumptions are made for this 

study: 

1. Each load connecting node has PV. 

2. For XX% penetration, PV at node N is XX% of the load peak at the node N.  

3. Each load has the same Loadshape curve, while the peak power of each load is 

allocated before simulation.  

4. Hourly PV data is downloaded from EPRI website. [10] (See Figure 4.1). 

5. PV output curve of the PV systems makes use of the same hourly PV data of 2014. 
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Figure 4.1 PV Hourly Data for 2014 

Table 4.1 shows the summary of the different penetration cases. As shown in the table, with 

penetration level increasing from 0% to 100%, different metrics have different changing 

patterns. Losses in MWh decrease at first, then start to increase for 70% penetration and 

above. This is because with PV interconnect to the system, PV systems help to provide 

power to load, thus power flow from substation to load serving points is reduced, and loss is 

reduced accordingly. However, when large amounts of PVs are connected to the circuit, PV 

plants produce more power than the load could consume, therefore reverse flow from PV 

location to substation will cause an increase in energy loss. Peak and peak losses (kW) are 

decreasing with increasing penetration level.  The column “Worst Violation: # of buses” 

means how many buses have voltage problems under the worst violation of the whole year. 

Frequency of violation means the count of timesteps which have voltage violation. The 

duration of violation is calculated by the frequency of violation over total number of 

timesteps. 
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Table 4.1 Results for PV Hosting Capacity Study 

Penetration 
PV 

kW 
MWh 

Losses 

MWh 

% 

Energy 
Loss 

Peak 

kW 

Peak 

Losses 
kW 

% 

Power 
Loss 

Max 
Voltage 

Voltage 

Violation? 

Worst 

Violation: 
# of buses 

Frequency of 

Violation 

Duration of 

Violation 
HV LV 

0% 0 22,963 676.5 2.95% 6,870 168.8 2.46% 1.038 1.040 No    

20% 1,340 20,773 654.1 3.15% 6,739 164.8 2.45% 1.038 1.040 No    

40% 2,680 18,590 639.2 3.44% 6,729 164.4 2.44% 1.040 1.044 No    

60% 4,020 16,415 631.8 3.85% 6,719 164.1 2.44% 1.042 1.050 No    

70% 4,690 15,330 630.9 4.12% 6,715 164.0 2.44% 1.044 1.053 Yes 1 80 0.23% 

80% 5,361 14,247 631.7 4.43% 6,710 163.9 2.44% 1.045 1.057 Yes 8 402 1.15% 

85% 5,696 13,706 632.8 4.62% 6,708 163.8 2.44% 1.046 1.059 Yes 18 571 1.63% 

90% 6,031 13,166 634.4 4.82% 6,705 163.7 2.44% 1.047 1.061 Yes 26 891 2.54% 

100% 6,701 12,087 638.9 5.29% 6,700 163.6 2.44% 1.049 1.065 Yes 57 1630 4.65% 

 

Normal voltage range for service voltage is 5% [1]. In our study, voltage issues start to 

surface at 70% penetration, but it gets more severe at 80%. At 80% penetration, the worst 

voltage violation of the whole year is when 8 buses hit voltage limit simultaneously; the 

violations occur 402 times, i.e. 1.15% of the time of a year. The absolute magnitude for the 

difference of voltage violation is shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2 Voltage Violation (upper) at 80% PV Penetration 

We can see from the above study that adding PV could result in energy reduction and reduce 

losses to some extent, yet integration of PV will produce voltage problems. Hence, mitigation 

strategies for voltage issues need to be taken before realizing the benefits of PV.  

 Case 1: Full Deployment of SST for High PV Penetration 

Based on previous results of the PV hosting capacity study, we found 80% penetration is the 

constraint of the sample Feeder A1. A full deployment of SST is implemented to eliminate 

this constraint problem. In full deployment scenario, the SST is replacing every distribution 

transformer (except those with a rating larger than 100 KVA). The reason for this exception 

is that SSTs are only designed for residential application in current stage, and that 100 KVA 

is the most common limit of residential transformers. The previous assumptions for the 

hosting capacity study still hold, and we have the following additional assumptions:  
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1. For transformers less than 100 KVA, SST is replacing every transformer. In total, 294 

SSTs are placed in the sample feeder. 

2. For each PV, the output power rating of PV is 80% of the load peak at the connecting 

node. 

Table 4.2 Full Deployment of SST 

# Case Peak kW 
Energy  

 MWh-yr 

Losses MWh-yr 

Line XFMR Total 

1 Base, No PV 6,870 22,963 79 597 676 

2 80% PV 6,710 14,247 56 575 631 

3 SST + 80% PV 6,724 14,349 50 680 730 

Difference  

(3-1) 

Δ -146 -8,614 -29 83 54 

Δ% -2.1% -38% -0.13% 0.36% 0.23% 

 

Findings: 

Time series simulation is performed for a whole year with 294 SSTs and 80% residential PV 

penetration. From Table 4.2, we get the following findings:  

a. Voltage Violation 

Initially, with 80% PV penetration, violation occurs for 1.15% of the year, i.e. 

100.5 hours out of 8760 hours. With the deployment of SSTs, voltage violation at 

load serving points are all fixed. 

b. Energy Saving 

38% (8614 MWh) saving of energy can be achieved in this case when compared 

to the base case. Most of the energy saving can be attributed to the benefits of PV 

integration. However, without the deployment of SSTs, the circuit cannot handle 
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such high penetration of PV; there will be no large energy reduction as we see 

here.  

c. Peak Demand Reduction 

A 2.1% (146 kW) peak kW reduction is observed. This is enabled by the added 

PV which supplies power to load, and results in a reduction in peak.  

d. Energy Loss Reduction 

A line loss reduction of 29 MWh (-0.13%) can be observed in this case, whereas 

SSTs result in a higher loss (listed under the column of transformer losses). In the 

FREEDM deployment case, transformer losses mean SST losses. As discussed 

before, SST has a higher loss characteristic compared to traditional distribution 

transformer, therefore it results in a higher transformer loss. 

 Case 2: Partial Deployment for 43% PV Penetration 

The objective of partial deployment is to use the least number of SSTs to fix the voltage 

issues in the circuit. Here, we choose a cluster for PV integration study (see Figure 4.3). 

Assumptions made are listed below: 

1. 43% residential PV penetration; PVs connect to the selected cluster  

2. PVs are connected to each load connecting node in the chosen cluster 

3. PV peak output power equals to the load peak at that node  

4. SSTs are used to fix overvoltage violations (>1.05 p.u.) 
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At first, a “no SST” base case with 43% PV penetration is simulated. Overvoltage nodes can 

be found based on the results of the “no SST” case. There are 25 nodes with voltage 

violations, so SSTs are placed at these 25 nodes. In total, 25 distribution transfomers are 

replaced by SSTs. Secondly, another simulation is performed for SST deployment included 

in the case. Results for the SST deployment case can be found in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Partial Deployment of SST for PV Cluster 

# Case Peak kW 
Energy  

  MWh-yr 

Losses  

MWh-yr 

Line XFMR Total 

1 Base, No PV, CVR Load 6,933 23,360 82 600 682 

2 25 SST + 43% PV 6,800 18,627 62 609 671 

Difference  

  (2-1) 

Δ -134 -4,734 -20 9 -11 

Δ% -1.9% -20.3% -0.09% 0.04% -0.05% 

 

PV Cluster 

Figure 4.3 Selected PV Cluster (Feeder A1) 
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Findings: 

Yearly simulation with 43% penetration of PV and 25 SSTs is performed. 

a. Voltage Violation 

There are 237 hours of voltage violation caused by PV. Overvoltage issues are 

eliminated by utilization of SSTs.  

b. Energy Saving 

Compared to the base case, there is 20.3% of energy saving, i.e. 4,734 MWh per 

year. This reduction is due to the integration of PV. SST is added mainly to fix 

voltage problems resulting from PV interconnection. 

c. Peak Demand Reduction 

1.9% peak reduction can be observed due to power injected by PV. PVs supply 

power to the customers directly, so that the amount of real power supplied from 

the transmission system is reduced.   

d. Energy Loss Reduction 

A decrease in line loss is due to PV serving power to load. An increase in 

transformer loss is caused by larger loss parameters of SST. Hence, there is a total 

drop of 11 MWh in overall loss value. 

 Case 3: Partial Deployment for Conservation Voltage Reduction 

Conservation Voltage Reduction is typically used by the utility for peak shaving and energy 

reduction. To implement CVR, a voltage profile of the chosen circuit should be improved to 

a relatively flatter voltage profile. The amount of voltage reduction acquired from CVR is 
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limited by the lowest voltage of the entire circuit. Thus, SSTs are placed at certain nodes 

where voltage is relatively low, so that voltage can be lifted at those nodes.  

OpenDSS has its limit when using the existing software GUI, however one can always define 

more advanced control and read more detailed data with the help of the COM server 

functionality.  COM server supports various platforms including MATLAB, Excel VBA, 

Python etc.[8] A short MATLAB script is written for the purpose of reading and recording 

voltage profile for each time step. With this script, low voltage nodes in a circuit can be 

easily found. In this case, nodes with voltage lower than 1.01 p.u. are selected and the SST 

will boost the voltages at the chosen nodes to a higher value. Together, the voltage profile 

would be improved to a flatter profile. Based on the previous study of voltage profile, it is 

determined that a 3.86V voltage reduction can be implemented for CVR and that 23 SSTs are 

needed to improve the voltage profile. The value of 3.86V is the voltage difference between 

the lowest bus voltage of the entire feeder and the lowest allowable voltage (117V is used in 

this test case) at load connecting bus.  

Facts about this case:  

1. 23 SSTs are added to improve low voltage buses: SSTs are used to improve low 

voltage at certain buses, so that the voltage profile for the feeder will be flatter. 

2. 3.86 V voltage reduction by CVR: After voltage improvement by adding SSTs, the 

circuit is able to drop 3.86V at top of feeder without causing under-voltage problems. 

A reduction in top of feeder voltage will shift the overall voltage profile down, and 

bring benefits like energy reduction.  
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3. No PV in the circuit: There is no PV interconnection in this case. 

4. CVR load is used. Load model: constant impedance/constant power 

Table 4.4 Partial Deployment of SST for CVR 

# Case Peak kW 
Energy   

MWh-yr 

Load Drop 

MWh-yr 

Losses 

MWh-yr 

Line XFMR Total 

1 
Base, No PV, 

CVR Load 
6,933 23,360 

-512 

82 600 682 

2 23 SST + 43% PV 6,782 22,792 82 542 624 

Difference   

(2-1) 

Δ -151 -569 0.3 -58 -58 

Δ% -2.2% -2.4% 0.00% -0.25% -0.25% 

 

Findings:  

Yearly simulation with 43% penetration of PV and 23 SSTs are performed. From Table 4.4, 

we can get the following findings: 

a. Voltage Violation 

There is no under-voltage node in the circuit. The worst voltage of the original 

circuit is 0.9779 p.u. Using SST to regulate the voltage, voltage at the chosen 

nodes are improved to 1.0042 p.u. (i.e. 120.5 V). This will enable a larger voltage 

reduction for the circuit. 

b. Energy Saving 

Energy saving by CVR is mainly a savings of load consumption. One of the 

premises for implementing CVR is that CVR load should be sensitive to voltage. 

Therefore, when voltages drop, the energy consumption of load will drop too. 
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Here, CVR introduced 569 MWh (2.4%) energy reduction, including 512 MWh 

(22.5%) load energy consumption and 58 MWh (8.45%) losses. 

c. Peak Demand Reduction 

There is 2.2% peak shaving results from CVR. Peak shaving is one of the benefits 

CVR provides. A reduction in peak demand is beneficial to both the customers 

and the utility, since the reduction helps customers avoid the expensive demand 

charge and alleviate the utility’s pressure during peak hours.      

d. Energy Loss Reduction 

With a decrease in voltage, transformer core loss will also drop. 58 MWh 

reduction in losses is initiated by the CVR implementation. 

 Case 4: Partial Deployment for Combined PV and CVR Case 

In this case, we want to simulate when both PV integration and CVR scheme are active in a 

utility circuit. Therefore, it is a combination of the previous two SST partial deployment 

cases. The benefit of the combined case combines the benefit of PV and CVR altogether. 

Since there are duplicates in the SSTs deployed in the previous two partial cases, the number 

of SSTs in this case is not equal to the summation of the SSTs in previous two cases. A total 

of 36 SSTs are placed into the feeder under this scenario. Results of this simulation are 

summarized in Table 4.5. Here are the assumptions made: 

1. 43% PV penetration 

2. PV are connected to each load connecting node in the chosen cluster 

3. PV peak output power equals to the load peak at that node  
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4. 3.86 V voltage reduction for CVR 

5. CVR load is used: constant impedance/constant power 

6. Together, 36 SSTs are deployed 

Table 4.5 Partial Deployment: Combined Case 

# Case 
Peak 

kW 

Energy  

 MWh-

yr 

Losses MWh-yr 

Line XFMR Total 

1 Base, No PV, CVR Load 6,933 23,360 82 600 682 

2 25 SST + 43% PV 6,800 18,627 62 609 671 

3 
36 SST + 43% PV +  

CVR 
6,631 18,086 63 578 640 

Difference   

 (3-1) 

Δ -303 -5,274 -19 -22 -42 

Δ% -4.4% -23% -0.08% -0.10% -0.18% 

 

Findings: 

Yearly simulation with 43% penetration of PV and 36 SSTs are performed. 

a. Voltage Violation 

Initially, 237 hours of overvoltage is caused by PV systems. SSTs take care of all 

these voltage problems. 

b. Energy Saving  

For this combined case, energy savings results from both PV and CVR. PV 

systems help to save energy by producing power, just like CVR scheme helps 

with dropping energy consumption of the loads. A total of 23% energy is saved in 

this combined case. 

c. Peak Demand Reduction 

4.4% peak demand reduction can be observed.  
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d. Energy Loss Reduction 

There is reduction in both line losses and SST losses in the combined case. 42 

MWh losses per year are reduced because of the benefits of PV and CVR.  

 Results of Feeder A2 

The same scenarios are simulated using Feeder A2. A summary of the results is listed in 

Appendix B. It was found that similar conclusions could be reached for the two feeders. Both 

feeders start to have overvoltage problems at 70% penetration level, and voltage problems 

get severe (over 1% of total time) with 80% penetration of PV. Results comparison for test 

cases are shown in Table 4.6 ~ Table 4.8. Based on these tables, one can conclude that the 

results for the two test feeders are similar even though their characteristics are different. 

Table 4.6 Comparison for Full Deployment  

Full Deployment 

Feeder ID 
Peak 

kW 
Energy 

Line 

Losses 

XFMR 

Losses 

Total 

Losses 

Feeder A1 -2.1% -38.0% -0.13% 0.36% 0.23% 

Feeder A2 -6.0% -28.0% -0.21% 0.30% 0.09% 

 

Table 4.7 Comparison for Partial Deployment with PV 

Partial Deployment with PV Cluster 

Feeder ID 
Peak 

kW 
Energy 

Line 

Losses 

XFMR 

Losses 

Total 

Losses 

Feeder A1 -1.9% -20.3% -0.09% 0.04% -0.05% 

Feeder A2 -6.0% -19.0% -0.18% -0.07% -0.25% 
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Table 4.8 Comparison for Combined Partial Deployment Case 

Partial Deployment with PV Cluster and CVR Effect 

Feeder ID 
Peak 

kW 
Energy 

Line 

Losses 

XFMR 

Losses 

Total 

Losses 

Feeder A1 -4.4% -23.0% -0.08% -0.10% -0.18% 

Feeder A2 -8.3% -21.0% -0.17% -0.18% -0.35% 

 

 Cost Benefit Analysis of the FREEDM System 

The cost of a FREEDM System is mainly attributed to the cost of SST units. Table 4.9 shows 

the cost value assumed for different sizes of SST.  

Table 4.9 SST Cost Table 

SST kVA 

rating 

$/kVA Cost ($) 

10   $124.12  $1,241  

15  $124.12  $1,862  

25  $124.12  $3,103  

37.5  $108.59  $4,072  

50  $93.06  $4,653   

75  $104.41  $7,830  

100  $157.94  $15,794 

 

The benefits are mainly associated with energy reduction, loss reduction and peak shaving. 

Since the benefit of eliminating voltage issue duration cannot be well quantified, it is not 

considered in this cost and benefit analysis. The benefits assumed for energy and demand 

reduction are listed in Table 4.10. 
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Table 4.10 Benefit for Energy and Demand Saving 

Energy ($/kWh) Demand ($/kW) 

peak off-peak peak off-peak 

 $0.051   $0.033   $100.00   $34.00  

 

Another thing worth mentioning is that the benefits calculated here are a mix of utilities’ and 

customers’ benefits. For example, while utilities might be able to get some reimbursements 

for PV integration, the energy saved by PV is mainly a benefit for the customers. Since there 

is no easy solution to divide the benefits into two parts, one can assume a specific percentage 

of the benefits belonging to utility.  

Assuming the discount rate is 10% and the lifetime of a SST is 25 years, the results of cost 

benefit analysis for combined partial cases of the two feeders are presented in Figure 4.4 and 

Figure 4.5. As we can see, Feeder 2 is more cost effective than Feeder A1. One of the reasons 

for this observation is that only 16 SSTs are implemented in Feeder 2, and their ratings are 

mostly less than 50KVA. As the number of SSTs increase and the SST total KVA increases, 

the cost associated with SST will also be boosted. Thus, the partial case of Feeder A1 with 

more SSTs will results in a higher cost value compared to that of Feeder A2. In addition, 

there is more PV power injection and a slightly bigger voltage reduction in the test case of 

Feeder 2 which results in a larger benefit value. Overall, the partial deployment of SSTs with 

CVR and PV are proved to be a cost-effective case for both feeders. Since the combined 

partial case takes both PV benefits and CVR benefits into account, it is the best among all the 

cases.  
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The scenarios of full deployment for both feeders are not as good as the partial deployment 

cases. Because when large numbers of SSTs are put into a big utility circuit, the cost of SSTs 

can be a big number. Benefits provided by the full SST deployment may not be great enough 

to cover the cost of the SST units. If other benefits (such as reliability improvement provided 

by SST) are quantified and integrated into the calculation, full deployment of SST might be 

able to make a cost-effective case. Results for other cases are summarized in Appendix C. 

 

Figure 4.4 Cost and Benefit Analysis for Feeder A1 (Partial Deployment) 
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Figure 4.5 Cost and Benefit Analysis for Feeder A2 (Partial Deployment) 
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CHAPTER 5. VOLT/VAR CONTROL SCHEME AND RESULTS 

The function of QSTS simulation provided by OpenDSS is to facilitate a more detailed time-

domain distribution study, such as PV impact study, flicker problem, inverter control topic 

[16]-[22]. Yet, there is a lack of a viable Integrated Volt/VAR Control scheme which could 

be implemented with OpenDSS time-series study. Researchers have proposed different kinds 

of Volt/VAR algorithms [23]-[27]. However, most of those controls require modeling the test 

circuits and integrating power flow models into the control algorithm. This chapter proposes 

a Volt/VAR control that can be used in conjunction with OpenDSS and emulates the 

behavior of control schemes utilities might be deploying in practice. 

 Integrated Volt/VAR Control for OpenDSS 

The basic philosophy behind the proposed approach is to define an objective function and 

choose the control action which minimizes this objective function. The objective function for 

this work is designed to not only minimize losses but also keep voltage within the desired 

operating ranges.  The objective function is defined in Equations (5.1) - (5.3), where A  is the 

weighting factor for circuit loss, CircuitLoss is circuit kW loss at a given time step and B  is 

the weighting factor matrix for selected voltage monitor points. It is determined using “the 

local load kW connected to the monitor bus” over “total kW”. errorV  is an array calculated 

using the absolute deviation from the upper and lower limits.  

 errorObj A CircuitLoss B V      (5.1) 
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 ( ) ( )error monitorBuses upper_limit lower_limit monitorBusesV V V V V      (5.3) 

The flow chart of the control is shown in Figure 5.1. Data is collected from the circuit power 

flow being initially solved at that timestep, which includes the results from the power flow, 

the circuit loss value, the measurement of voltage and substation VAR flow, and the initial 

state of each control device. Depending on the number of regulators, test circuits can be 

divided into several voltage control zones. The measured voltages from monitor buses are 

processed and divided into several groups based on the zone of the buses. When tap changing 

is indicated for multiple regulators, the upstream VR has priority over downstream VR.  

Control actions for VRs are made based on comparing voltage measurements with voltage 

constraints. If voltages exceed the upper limit, a tap down action is decided. When a lower 

limit is hit, control will indicate a raise in tap position. Whenever a control decision is made 

and executed, the power flow will be executed again, and a new value for objective function 

will be calculated based on the new results from the power flow. In the end, we can compare 

all the possible values of the objective function and choose the best control action. For 

clarification, this procedure for VR is called the “usual procedure”. 
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Figure 5.1 Flow Chart for Proposed Volt/VAR Control 
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CAPs are controlled in a similar way. VAR flow at the substation is measured. When 

1

2
ratedQ Q , CAP will receive command for switch-in. When 

3

4
ratedQ Q  , CAP is required 

to switch out. In this control, CAPs have no priority when to switch in or out. If a CAP is 

available for a given switching action, it will be switched to calculate the objective function 

value. These values will be used later in comparison at the end of the timestep to find the 

control action which has the best impact on the circuit. 

There are also cases where voltage measurements overstepped upper and lower limits 

simultaneously. In these cases, oscillations are likely to occur using the “usual procedure”, 

and additional steps are designed for these circumstances. The control steps are shown in 

Figure 5.2. Table 5.1 specifies the two ranges for voltage constraints. Keeping voltages 

within CVR BW is the primary target in the proposed control. Power Quality BW is the 

ANSI C84.1 standard which only applies to control when voltages exceed the two limits of 

the CVR BW at same time. 

When voltages are higher than 124V and lower than 122V, consider ANSI 0.95~1.05 p.u. 

(i.e. Power Quality BW as shown in Table 5.1) as the new voltage constraint. If only one 

limit is exceeded under this new constraint, VR control follows the same steps as before: 

make corresponding tap changes and calculate a value for the objective function. If no bus 

voltage is outside the Power Quality BW, load connected to the violation buses (those 

violated the CVR BW) multiplied by their voltage deviation (measured by the deviation from 

the CVR BW) are determined and compared. Tap changes are based on the results of this 

comparison. 
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For instance, suppose bus k has 5 kW load and exceeds 124V by 0.05 p.u., and another bus m 

has 3 kW with 0.02 p.u. deviation from 122V. Given the results of bus k is larger, one can 

come to the conclusion that upper limit violation is more severe. Thus, a tap down action is 

needed. Unlike the previous usual procedure, VR is not selected by lookup table. Instead, 

every regulator executes the control decision which results in a set of values for the objective 

function. The minimum of this set of values is found and then compared with the objective 

function results from the usual control procedure and CAP control. Whichever is the 

minimum, the corresponding action is taken as the action of this timestep. In brief, only one 

control (or even none) is chosen at each timestep. We choose this control with the minimum 

value for the objective function, because it brings the biggest benefit to the system.  

 

Figure 5.2 Additional Steps when CVR BW is Exceeded 
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One thing worth mentioning is that every time a control action takes place, power flow is 

performed again to calculate the result of the objective function for this action. To ensure a 

fair comparison, the circuit is always reset to an initial state after a new value of objective 

function is calculated. 

Table 5.1 Voltage Constraints used in Control 

Voltage limit Lower Limit Upper Limit 

CVR BW 122V 124V 

Power Quality BW 0.95 p.u. 1.05 p.u. 

                    * BW: bandwidth 

Note that: 

1. Whenever execute “Calc Obj Function”, “Data Fetch” is executed first 

2. VR control: For each phase, the corresponding phase VR is being controlled 

3. Choose one best Objective Function result, and one only at each step 

4. If no control is needed, go to next step 

 Test Results 

Feeder A1 is used as a testbed for this new control scheme. Because the capability to control 

multiple regulators is covered in the proposed control, a Line Voltage Regulator (LVR) is 

added into the system to better test the performance of the control. The location of the added 

LVR is marked in Figure 5.3. Adding the LVR results in two voltage control zones: Zone 1 is 

the voltage zone being controlled by the substation LTC, while Zone 2 is monitored by the 

LVR. Figure 5.3 highlighted Zone 2 in blue, and the rest parts of the feeder is Zone 1. The 
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expected outcome from implementing the control is that voltage profile stay within target 

bandwidth (122V to 124V on 120V base), and reactive power measured at substation is kept 

close to zero. 

Before running any test cases, monitor buses must be determined by running a voltage study. 

Figure 5.4 shows the voltage distribution of the entire circuit. We can see the voltage is high 

at the substation, but voltage starts to drop with increasing distance from the substation. The 

two black circles highlight the low-voltage spots. The conclusion from this snapshot is the 

same as the results from time-series voltage study. The monitoring buses are marked in 

Figure 5.5. The voltage study is based on the initial Feeder A1 model without the additional 

line regulators. The results of the voltage study show that there are many low-voltage points 

on phase A.  

 

Figure 5.3 Location for LVR 
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Figure 5.4 Feeder A1 Voltage on 120V Base (Snapshot Simulation) 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Monitor Buses for Volt/VAR Control 
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 Cases Set Up 

Daily QSTS simulation is set up for testing the Volt/VAR control. Simulation scenarios are 

listed as follows: 

1. Base case, summer day with no PV 

2. Winter day with no PV 

3. Summer sunny day, with two MW-scale PV plants 

4. Summer cloudy day, with two MW-scale PV plants 

Load data are taken out from the yearly profile of Feeder A1. Summer daily load profile is 

the peak summer day of 2014, whereas winter load profile is taken from January 1st. The two 

load profiles are plotted in Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.6 Daily Load Profile (blue: summer; orange: winter) 
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Figure 5.7 PV Output Power: Sunny Day and Cloudy Day 

Figure 5.7 shows the PV profiles used for this set of simulation. Using the PV variability 

modeling method, time shift is applied for PV systems at different locations. Simulation is 

conducted using sunny day PV profile and cloudy day PV profile respectively. 
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 Case 1: Base Case, Summer Day without PV 

This daily simulation utilizes 15-minute load data from Feeder A1. This daily QSTS 

simulation is run with 1-min resolution, i.e. 1440 time steps. Figure 5.8 demonstrated that the 

Volt/VAR control has a good performance. Mostly the voltages are kept between 122V and 

124V. There are times when voltage exceeds CVR BW, but even in those cases, the overall 

voltages always stay within ANSI limits of 0.95 and 1.05 p.u (Power Quality BW).  

 

Figure 5.8 Voltage Profile at Monitor Buses in a Summer Day 

Table 5.2 show the number of control actions in this summer day. Phase A of the LVR has 

the most control actions during the day. This is understandable because phase A has the most 

low-voltage buses in the voltage study. Based on the loading on each phase, phase B and 

phase C have similar loading, whereas phase A is more heavily loaded. 
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Table 5.2 Daily Control Changings Record (Summer) 

Device Phase # Control Total 

LTC 

A 2 

26 

B 2 

C 2 

LVR 

A 14 

B 3 

C 3 

CAP A 2 

5 
CAP B 2 

CAP C 0 

CAP D 1 

 

In Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, tap changes of LTC and LVR are plotted. As we can see, there 

are no oscillations in the tap controls which means that the control is working reasonably. 

LTC oversees the voltage problems in Zone 1 or the problems in both zones. The 

downstream LVR handles only the Zone 2. Here, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 reveal that 

phase A tap changes of LVR is more than changes of LTC phase A. This means that most of 

the phase A voltage problems occur in Zone 2. Since LTC has the higher priority to take 

action, more tap changes in downstream LVR demonstrate that more problematic buses are 

located in Zone 2. 
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Figure 5.9 Daily Tap Positions for Substation LTC (Summer) 

 

Figure 5.10 Daily Tap Positions for LVR (Summer) 
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Figure 5.11 Voltage at Bus 2004978 and Tap Changes of Phase A (Summer) 

Figure 5.11 plots the voltage at bus 2004978 (phase A) which is a monitor bus near the end 

of the feeder. In this plot, we can have a better look at voltage variation due to different 

controls. Referencing to the tap changes, we can find that the voltages shifting up and down 

are caused by tap movements. For example, near the midpoint of 4:00 am and 8:00 am, there 

is a voltage drop at bus 2004978 which is the result of a tap dropping on phase A of 

substation LTC. Also, some spikes in voltage can be observed in Figure 5.11. These spikes 

are due to interactions between different control devices. From left to right, name the circled 

spikes to be Spike 1, Spike 2 and Spike 3.  

Figure 5.12 is a zoomed in plot for Spike 1. This spike is the result of interaction between the 

LTC and the LVR. Based on need, LTC raised a tap causing an increase in voltage. Then the 

voltages in Zone 2 violated the upper limit making the LVR drop two taps continuously.   
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Figure 5.12 Zoomed In for Spike 1 

Figure 5.13 reveals the reason for the occurrence of Spike 2. When a CAP switches in, the 

voltages in the feeder will increase. So the downstream LVR drops a tap to regulate the 

boosted voltage back to normal. Figure 5.14 shows an opposite case. A CAP switches out 

causing a decrease in the voltage profile. Thus the LVR tries to boost the tap setting to 

compensate for the effect caused by the CAP action. 
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Figure 5.13 Zoomed in for Spike 2 

 

Figure 5.14 Zoomed in for Spike 3 
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Figure 5.15 Substation Q Measurement and CAP Switching Record (Summer) 

Figure 5.15 shows the impact of CAP switching on substation VAR measurement. The VAR 

measurement follows the switching actions of CAPs. 

 Case 2: Base Case, Winter Day without PV 

In this case, a winter daily load profile is applied as Loadshape. The simulation is run with 1-

min resolution which is 1440 steps in total. As shown in Figure 5.16, the Volt/VAR control 

successfully keeps the voltage within the desired bandwidth. Voltages are out of the bound of 

122V and 124V at several timesteps, but control managed to drag those violations back to 

within the voltage constraint.  
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Figure 5.16 Voltage Profile at Monitor Buses in a Winter Day 

From Table 5.3, a total of 29 tap changes have occurred on this chosen winter day with a 

total CAP operation of 5. In total, 34 control operations are performed. Phase A of the LVR 

still has the maximum tap changes among the devices because of the heavy loading on phase 

A. Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show the tap changing record for the LTC and the LVR. 
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Table 5.3 Daily Control Changings Record (Winter) 

Device Phase # Control Total 

LTC 

A 4 

29 

B 3 

C 4 

LVR 

A 13 

B 2 

C 3 

CAP A 0 

5 
CAP B 0 

CAP C 0 

CAP D 5 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Daily Tap Positions for Substation LTC (Winter) 
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Figure 5.18 Daily Tap Positions for LVR (Winter) 

From Figure 5.19, we found that there are more voltage spikes. Still, these spikes are caused 

by interactions between devices. Figure 5.20 illustrates that the VAR measurement at the 

substation is following the changes in the CAP operations. Whenever a CAP is switched in, 

CAP injects VAR into the circuit and the need for VAR from the substation is reduced. 

That’s why we can see a drop in substation Q around 6:00 am. 
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Figure 5.19 Voltage at Bus 2004978 and Tap Changes of Phase A (Winter) 

 

Figure 5.20 Substation VAR Measurement and CAP Switching Record (Winter) 
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 Case 3: Summer Sunny Day with PV 

Two MW scale PV plants are integrated to Feeder A1 for this case. The locations of the PV 

systems are marked in Figure 5.21. The first PV plant (PV1) is located at bus 2006467, and 

second PV plant (PV2) interconnects to bus 2004860.  The two plants have the same capacity 

of 2MW. The geographic distance between these two PV plants is 1928 ft, i.e. 588 meter. 

Assuming PV power data is only available for PV1 and a cloud is traveling toward PV2 at a 

speed of approximately 6m/s. Thus, time shifting between PV1 and PV2 is about 98 sec. 

Equation (3.1) is used for processing this PV data.  

 

Figure 5.21 Locations of PV Plants 
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For case 3 and case 4, timeshifting for PV data is applied to capture the regional damping 

effect of PV variability. To have a better observation of the control, 10-sec resolution is used 

for the PV integration cases. So there are 8640 timesteps in the daily simulation. 

In Figure 5.22, although voltages are within the constraints, there are voltage oscillations 

during 16:00 and 20:00. The oscillation in voltage is due to oscillation of VR taps. There are 

89 tap operations at phase A of the LVR (from Table 5.4). This swing in control can also be 

observed in Figure 5.24, while the LTC is working normally as shown in Figure 5.23. The 

tap position of the phase A of the LVR keeps jumping up and down in the same period. 

During this time range, PV output is getting reduced due to sunset, while load starts to 

approach its peak. Therefore, the swing in voltage is probably due to a combined effect of 

both conditions.  

Although 89 tap operations seem to be a large value, we need to remember the number of 

timesteps is six times the timesteps in the previous “no PV” case. Further investigation into 

this oscillation case is required.  
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Table 5.4 Daily Control Changing Record (with Sunny PV) 

Device Phase # Control Total 

LTC 

A 1 

106 

B 4 

C 3 

LVR 

A 89 

B 3 

C 6 

CAP A 0 

5 
CAP B 2 

CAP C 0 

CAP D 3 

 

 

Figure 5.22 Voltage Profile at Monitor Buses in a Summer Sunny Day (with PV) 
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Figure 5.23 Daily Tap Positions for Substation LTC (with Sunny PV) 

 

Figure 5.24 Daily Tap Positions for LVR (with Sunny PV) 
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Figure 5.25 Voltage at Bus 2004978 and Tap Changes of Phase A (with Sunny PV) 

Voltage spikes due to control interactions can still be observed from Figure 5.25. Voltage 

oscillations exist at the end feeder bus as well. Unlike the other plots, the VAR measurement 

in Figure 5.26 remains the same trend without any oscillation. The reason behind this 

observation is that PV injects only real power into the circuit, thus reactive power is less 

affected by PV. 
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Figure 5.26 Substation Q Measurement and CAP Switching Record (with Sunny PV) 

 Case 4: Summer Cloudy Day with PV 

This case utilized the cloudy day PV profile, and time shifting is applied for the PV2. There 

are 8640 timesteps in this daily simulation. The results of this case show oscillations in tap 

controls and voltage as well (see Figure 5.27, Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30).From Figure 5.28, 

there is no control cycling in the LTC. Still, phase A of LVR has more than 70 tap changes. 

In Table 5.5, a total of 97 control actions take place in this single day. Although the number 

of control actions can become larger with higher simulation resolution, the oscillations in tap 

controller and voltages need to be fixed to avoid unnecessary wear and tear of the tap 

changing devices.  
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Figure 5.27 Voltage Profile at Monitor Buses in a Summer Cloudy Day (with PV) 

Table 5.5 Daily Control Changing Record (with Cloudy PV) 

Device Phase # Control Total 

LTC 

A 1 

92 

B 0 

C 1 

LVR 

A 79 

B 3 

C 8 

CAP A 0 

5 
CAP B 2 

CAP C 0 

CAP D 3 
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Figure 5.28 Daily Tap Positions for Substation LTC (with Cloudy PV) 

 

Figure 5.29 Daily Tap Positions for LVR (with Cloudy PV) 
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Figure 5.30 Voltage at Bus 2004978 and Tap Changes of Phase A (with Cloudy PV) 

We can observe some voltage variation during 12:00 to 16:00 (see Figure 5.30). These 

variations in voltages are due to PV intermittency caused by clouds in that same period. 

Unlike voltages, the VAR flow through the substation is not greatly affected by PV (see 

Figure 5.31). 

In conclusion, voltage variation caused by cloud is clearly shown in this case. The 

oscillations in VR control still exists for the cloudy day PV test cases.  
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Figure 5.31 Substation VAR Measurement and CAP Switching Record (with Cloudy PV) 

 Local Volt/VAR Control 

To assess the performance of the proposed control, a base case with summer load profile is 

run again using default OpenDSS local controls.  OpenDSS provides built-in control 

functions for VR and CAP respectively. The test case in this section utilizes the same control 

settings mentioned in Chapter 3, which means no central controller is in charge. Hence, VRs 

and CAPs react to their individual controllers. The results of this case are used to compare 

simulation results with proposed Volt/VAR control implemented. Table 5.6 gives a 

comparison between the performance of the Volt/VAR Control emulation and the load 

controls in OpenDSS. The Integrated Volt/VAR Control results in a slightly smaller number 

of control actions. Figure 5.32 plots the control record of the LTC and the LVR, and there are 

no oscillations presented in the tap changing devices.   
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Table 5.6 Control Action Comparison 

 # Tap Actions # CAP Actions Total 

Volt/VAR 

Control Impact 
26 7 33 

Local Control 34 4 38 

 

 

 

  

  

  

Figure 5.32 Tap Positions of Substation LTC and LVR 
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Figure 5.33 shows that local controllers cannot keep the voltages at monitored buses within 

our target limit, though ANSI limit is not violated. Thus, we demonstrate that the proposed 

Integrated Volt/VAR Control has better performance compared to the local VR and CAP 

control functions. In future time series study, the Integrated Volt/VAR Control emulation 

should be utilized to represent utility central Volt/VAR control when performing integration 

studies. 

 

Figure 5.33 Daily Voltage Profile using Local Control 

 Improvement for the Control Performance under PV Integration Scenarios 

As discussed previously, there are some unnecessary tap changes on phase A of the LVR 

when PV systems are integrated into the feeder. Further study shows that the cycling in 

control is due to the control’s immediate response to tiny derivations in voltage. These 
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derivations are mostly smaller 10-5 p.u., however, based on control logic, they are still 

considered to be out of bandwidth. Thus, tap settings will be changed accordingly. Yet this 

new tap setting will incur a violation on the other voltage boundary, which causes the tap to 

move back to its initial setting. After this tap reset, the small deviations will trigger a tap 

change again and this process will continue until the control reaches a steady state.  

To solve this problem, the voltage control should be made to be less sensitive to small 

voltage violations. A margin of 
48 10 p.u. is added to the tap control logic, so that the 

control will not react to voltage violations less than 
48 10 p.u.  

 Case 5: Summer Sunny Day with PV 

The test case uses same load and PV data as previous Sunny Day Case. The simulation 

resolution is still 10-sec. All other set-up procedures are kept identical except the change in 

the control. 

From Table 5.7, one can see that the number of control actions on phase A of the LVR is 

greatly reduced. Also Figure 5.34 and Figure 5.35 show that the cycling problem noticed in 

the previous cases is solved; there are no voltage oscillations around 16:30. One side effect of 

adding the margin is that voltage out of the CVR bandwidth will be more frequent and 

violation durations will be longer. This is because the control will no longer respond instantly 

to small voltage derivations. Since the change is only applied to voltage control part, CAP 

actions will not have apparent changes.  
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Table 5.7 Daily Control Changings Record (with Sunny PV) 

Device Phase # Control Total 

LTC 

A 1 

22 

B 0 

C 3 

LVR 

A 11 

B 3 

C 4 

CAP A 0 

5 
CAP B 2 

CAP C 0 

CAP D 3 

 

 

Figure 5.34 Voltage Profile at Monitor Buses in a Summer Sunny Day (with PV) 
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Figure 5.35 Voltage at Bus 2004978 and Tap Changes of Phase A (with Sunny PV) 

 Case 6: Summer Cloudy Day with PV 

Below are the test results for the cloudy day. The same settings for the previous Cloudy Day 

Case are used for this test. Figure 5.36 demonstrates that the control is keeping most of the 

voltages within the CVR bandwidth. From Table 5.8, a total of 14 tap changes occur during 

this day, which is much less than the previous value of the cloudy case (i.e. 92). There are no 

voltage oscillations around 16:30 in Figure 5.37 and CAP switching actions are not 

influenced. 
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Figure 5.36 Voltage Profile at Monitor Buses in a Summer Cloudy Day (with PV) 

 

Table 5.8 Daily Control Changings Record (with Cloudy PV) 

Device Phase # Control Total 

LTC 

A 1 

14 

B 0 

C 1 

LVR 

A 9 

B 1 

C 2 

CAP A 0 

5 
CAP B 2 

CAP C 0 

CAP D 3 
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Figure 5.37 Voltage at Bus 2004978 and CAP Switching Record (with Cloudy PV) 

Overall, we can conclude that the proposed amendment for the voltage control is a good 

solution for the cycling effect caused by PV integration. Reducing tap actions can extend the 

lifetime of a voltage regulation device. Thus, it is worthy to relax the bandwidth with a small 

margin value in exchange for the avoidance of those unnecessary control actions. 
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CHAPTER 6.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 Conclusion 

The research described in this thesis consists of two parts: first, FREEDM System 

deployment analysis using SSTs on actual utility distribution circuit models; second, a viable 

Integrated Volt/VAR Control emulation for distribution system QSTS studies. In the first 

part, the SST is deployed as a mitigation strategy to PV’s negative impact on voltage. In the 

second part, a centralized Volt/VAR scheme is integrated with the OpenDSS simulation as a 

means of emulating the impact of such a control on voltage analysis. 

Four scenarios are simulated on two utility-scale distribution feeders. The results 

demonstrated that FREEDM system can accommodate higher PV penetration, eliminate 

voltage violation and reduce energy consumption and losses. Since FREEDM system has the 

capability to maintain a constant voltage at load side, it provides utility the capability to 

implement CVR scheme and defer possible investments on peak reserve units. At last, a 

simple cost benefit analysis is conducted for the FREEDM system scenarios. The results 

show that the FREEDM deployment is a cost-effective investment under partial deployment 

cases.  

The proposed emulation of the Integrated Volt/VAR Control is tested on four different cases. 

The results proved that the control is working as expected. While the control successfully 

enables a tighter bandwidth for voltages, it is observed that cycling (around 80 to 90 tap 

changes) in VRs control exists when PV plants are interconnected. An improvement is 
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suggested to solve the problem and the test results for the altered control show that the 

number of tap changes is successfully reduced to approximately 20.   

 Future Work 

1. In this thesis, analysis for FREEDM deployment is limited to 12 kV circuits. Circuits 

at voltage levels other than 12 kV can be studied in future analysis.  

2. In Chapter 4, when quantifying the benefit of a FREEDM System, a conventional 

system with only substation LTC is chosen as base case scenario. While in reality, a 

utility might have Volt/VAR control, smart PV inverters or other advanced control 

schemes applied to distribution circuits to solve the issues caused by PV. Therefore, 

circuits with alternative advanced control schemes can be better candidates for base 

case in a future study. For instance, 23 KV local utility circuit which typically has 

CVR scheme implemented, can be a good study object. 

3. One direction for improving the Volt/VAR control is to add cost and benefit 

weighting mechanisms into the algorithm. By monetizing the cost associated with 

each tap change and the benefit one could get by bringing voltage to a tighter range 

(such as benefit from future CVR implementation). Then a control could make 

decisions based on the net benefit of a proposed control action at each timestep. 
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APPENDIX A: DATA CONVERSION PROCESS 

This appendix describes the conversion process from CYME feeder model to DSS scripts. 

To create the feeder models in OpenDSS, four .txt files are exported from CYME database: 

Equipment.txt, Load.txt, MeterDemands.txt, and Network.txt. The VBA conversion tool then 

reads in these .txt files, parses each line and write in .DSS definition format. Given the 

difference in CYME settings, VBA tool is adapted for these two circuits based on the data 

structure of the exported CYME files.  
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APPENDIX B: RESULTS FOR FEEDER A2 

This appendix includes all the simulation results for Feeder A2. 

B.1 PV Hosting Capacity Study 

Assumptions: 

1. Each load connecting node has PV. 

2. For XX% penetration, PV at node N is XX% of the load peak at the node N.  

3. Each load has the same Loadshape curve, while the peak power of each load is 

allocated before simulation.  

4. Hourly PV data is downloaded from EPRI website. [10] (See Figure 4.1) 

5. PV output curve of the PV systems make use of the same hourly PV data of 2014 

 

Penetration 
PV  
kW 

MWh 
Losses  
kWh 

% Energy  
Loss 

Peak  
kW 

Peak  

Losses  

kW 

%Power  
Loss 

Min Voltage Max Voltage 
Voltage 

Violation? 
Duration of 
Violation 

HV LV HV LV 

0% 0 33,533 934,044 2.79% 7,633 205.8 2.70% 1.016 0.993 1.043 1.044 No  

20% 1,485 31,096 891,877 2.87% 7,213 191.2 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.043 1.044 No  

40% 2,971 28,670 859,756 3.00% 7,169 189.7 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.045 1.044 No  

60% 4,456 26,253 837,600 3.19% 7,164 189.6 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.047 1.050 No  

70% 5,199 25,049 830,202 3.31% 7,162 189.5 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.050 1.053 Yes 0.24% 

75% 5,570 24,447 827,429 3.38% 7,161 189.4 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.051 1.055 Yes 0.55% 

80% 5,941 23,846 825,231 3.46% 7,160 189.4 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.052 1.057 Yes 1.03% 

90% 6,684 22,647 822,678 3.63% 7,157 189.3 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.055 1.060 Yes 2.91% 

100% 7,427 21,450 822,477 3.83% 7,155 189.3 2.65% 1.016 0.995 1.058 1.064 Yes 5.78% 

Note:         Red: Higher than 1.05 

 

Summary: 

Overvoltage issue caused by PV starting limit PV penetration around 80% 

The overvoltage issue can be solved by adding SST 
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B.2 Full Deployment  

Assumptions and Results: 

1. 355 SST placed on all nodes with Load less and equal to 100kVA 

2. Adding SST realized:  

3. 80% PV penetration, 370 PV systems (5.9 MW)  

4. Elimination of 90 hours of overvoltage period (1.03% of a year) 

# Case Peak kW 
Energy   

MWh-yr 

Losses MWh-yr 

Line XFMR Total 

1 Base, No PV 7,633 33,533 193 740 934 

2 SST + 80% PV 7,181 23,985 123 840 964 

Difference 
Δ -452 -9,548 -70 100 30 

Δ% -6% -28% -0.21% 0.30% 0.09% 

 

B.3 Partial Deployment with PV 

 

Figure B.1 PV Cluster selected (Feeder A2) 
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Assumptions and Results: 

1. 6 SSTs are placed on loads connecting bus for overvoltage issues 

2. Adding SST realized: 

a. 54% PV (4.0MW) penetration, 216 PV systems as a cluster 

b. Elimination of 39 hours overvoltage violation caused by PV 

# Case Peak kW 
Energy   

MWh-yr 

Losses MWh-yr 

Line XFMR Total 

1 
Base, No PV,  

CVR Load 
7,730 34,085 201 740 943 

2 SST + 54% PV 7,243 27,562 141 716 857 

Difference  

(2-1) 

Δ -487 -6,523 -61 -25 -85 

Δ% -6% -19% -0.18% -0.07% -0.25% 

 

B.4 Partial Deployment for Combined Case 

Assumptions and Results: 

1. 16 SSTs are placed on loads that shown overvoltage issues and low voltage spot that 

limit further voltage drop  

2. Adding SST realized: 

1) 54% PV (4.0MW) penetration, 216 PV systems as a cluster 

2) 4 V Voltage Drop for CVR (121V – 117V) 

3) Elimination of 39 hours overvoltage violation caused by PV 

# Case 
Peak 

kW 

Energy 

MWh-yr 

Losses MWh-yr 

Line XFMR Total 

1 
Base, No PV, 

CVR Load 
7,730 34,085 201 740 943 

2 
SST +  

54% PV 
7,243 27,562 141 716 857 

3 
SST + 54% PV  

+ CVR 
7,086 26,772 142 680 823 

Difference 

(3-1) 

Δ -644 -7,313 -59 -60 -120 

Δ% -8.3% -21% -0.17% -0.18% -0.35% 
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APPENDIX C: COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS RESULTS 

C.1 Cost Benefit Analysis for Full Deployment 

Due to large number of SSTs used in full deployment case, it is complex to calculate the cost 

of SSTs. Thus, a per KVA cost value is used for the calculation of cost value for full 

deployment cases. The CBA results are shown in Figure C.1 and Figure C.2. 

 

Figure C.1 Cost and Benefit Analysis for Feeder A1 (Full Deployment) 

Both full deployment cases are conducted under 80% PV penetration level. Because Feeder 

A2 has a higher peak kW, it has more transformers being replaced by SSTs and a bigger total 

SST KVA value. Therefore, Feeder A2 has a larger cost value associate with it. On the other 

hand, with higher peak demand, PV output power rating for the 80% penetration level will 

have a larger value compared to Feeder A1. Thus, a higher energy and demand reduction are 
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observed in the full deployment of Feeder A2. Full deployment of SST can be cost-effective 

under certain assumptions. 

 

Figure C.2 Cost and Benefit Analysis for Feeder A2 (Full Deployment) 

C.2 Cost Benefit Analysis for PV Hosting Capacity Study 

Assume SSTs has an average per device cost. And the average cost of SSTs is $4,600. We 

could get the following CBA results based on the results from PV Hosting Capacity Study. 

The number of SSTs for each penetration case is determined by the maximum “total number 

of violation buses at a single timestep” during the whole year.  

Comparing Table C.1 and Table C.2, one can find that more SSTs are deployed for Feeder 

A2. This difference in # SST needed is probably caused by the different peaking conditions 

of the two feeders. As mentioned before, Feeder A1 has a summer peak and Feeder A2 has a 
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winter peak. Regardless of the load peaking time, the output of PV always peaks during 

summer. For a winter peak feeder, it has a light loading condition during summer which will 

encounter the peak of PV. Since feeders are susceptive to overvoltage problems under light 

loading conditions, we are likely to see more overvoltage problems for a winter peak feeder. 

This could explain why more SSTs are needed for Feeder A2. The energy reduction for both 

feeders are similar, whereas Feeder A2 has a bigger demand reduction.  

Table C.1 Cost and Benefit Analysis based on PV Hosting Capacity Study (Feeder A1) 

Penetration 
Energy 

Saving 
Energy ($) 

Peak 

Reduction 

Demand 

($) 

Total 

Benefit 
# SST SST Cost 

70% 7,633 $251,889 155 $5,270 $257,159 1 $4,600 

80% 8,716 $287,628 160 $5,440 $293,068 8 $36,800 

85% 9,257 $305,481 162 $5,508 $310,989 18 $82,800 

90% 9,797 $323,301 165 $5,610 $328,911 26 $119,600 

100% 10,876 $358,908 170 $5,780 $364,688 57 $262,200 

 

Table C.2 Cost and Benefit Analysis based on PV Hosting Capacity Study (Feeder A2) 

Penetration 
Energy 

Saving 
Energy ($) 

Peak 

Reduction 

Demand 

($) 

Total 

Benefit 
# SST SST Cost 

70% 8,484 $279,972 471 $16,014 $295,986 89 $409,400 

75% 9,086 $299,838 472 $16,048 $315,886 126 $579,600 

80% 9,687 $319,671 473 $16,082 $335,753 147 $676,200 

90% 10,886 $359,238 476 $16,184 $375,422 194 $892,400 

100% 12,083 $398,739 478 $16,252 $414,991 226 $1,039,600 
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Detail CBA can be performed if more data is available. However, one can conclude that 

partial deployment cases for different PV penetration levels are cost-effective. 
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APPENDIX D: MATLAB SCRIPTS 

MATLAB Code for processing VAR profile:  

% 1. Calculate deviation of each Q value: delt_Q=Q(i)-Q(i+1) 
% 2. Screen the delt_Q by upper and lower criteria  
% 3. The switching in number and switching out number is the length of the 

two new matrix 
%   a. Choose the criteria based on rating of CAP 
%       e.x. 600kVAR CAP, try 400/-400, 500/-500 
%   until find a pair of criteria which result in same switching numbers. 

Worst case, allow a difference of n, where n is the numbers of CAP in the 

circuit 
%  
% 4. for switch in, +600 for all entries from the switching index to the 

end of the array 
%       

  
clear; 
%% load Q 
load('L_Qyearly.mat');   
Qtot=Qyearly; % make change on new matrix, so that original data is 

preserved for future comparison 

  

  
%% 1. calculate deviation of each Q value: delt_Q=Q(i)-Q(i+1) 
for ii=1:35039 
    delt_Q(ii)=Qtot(ii)-Qtot(ii+1); 
end 
Max=max(delt_Q); 
Min=min(delt_Q); 
%% 2. Screen the delt_Q array by upper and lower criteria  
delt_Q_switchIn=delt_Q(delt_Q>350);  % a large positive deviation means a 

swith-in action of CAP 
delt_Q_switchOut=delt_Q(delt_Q<-350);  % a large negative deviation means 

a swith-out action of CAP 

  
%The switch-in number and switch-out number of CAP are the length of these 

two new matrix 

  
%% 3. Make changes to original data 

  
Qtot=Qtot+1200;  % based on analysis, two CAP was initially switched in 

  
IndexIn=find(delt_Q>350)+1;  % "Index+1" is the moment the switch move 

occurs 
IndexOut=find(delt_Q<-350)+1; % "Index+1" is the moment the switch move 

occurs 
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%% a. for switch in, add 600 for all entries from "the switching index" to 

"the end of the array" 
for jj=1:length(IndexIn) 
 Qtot(IndexIn(jj):35040)=Qtot(IndexIn(jj):35040)+600; 
end 

  
%% b. for switch out, minus 600 for all entries from "the switching index" 

to "the end of the array" 
record=ones(184,1); 
for kk=1:length(IndexOut) 
 Qtot(IndexOut(kk):35040)=Qtot(IndexOut(kk):35040)-600; 
 if Qtot(IndexOut(kk))<0 
     record(kk)=kk; 
 end 
end 

  

  
%% debug from the comparison plot and make amendment 

 

 
figure; 
plot(Qyearly); 
hold on; 
plot(Qtot); 

 

 

Sample results are shown in Figure D.1 and Figure D.2. 
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Figure D.1 Sample Results: VAR Profile 

 

Figure D.2 Sample Results: VAR Profile Zoommed-In 
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MATLAB Code for Finding UnderVoltage Buses: 

clear;close all; 

comserver; 

VLlimit=117/120; 

DSSBus = DSSCircuit.ActiveBus; 

 

%% initialize 

simulationResolution = 60*15; %in seconds 

simulationSteps = 96*365;   

DSSCircuit.Solution.dblHour = 0.0; 

DSSText.Command = sprintf('Set mode=yearly number=1 loadmult=1 hour=0  

h=%i sec=0',simulationResolution); 

  

DSSText.Command='set maxcontroliter=1000'; 

DSSText.Command='set maxiterations=1000'; 

DSSText.Command='set demandinterval=true'; 

DSSText.Command='set DIVerbose=true'; 

DSSText.Command='set voltexceptionreport = true'; 

ViolationUnder={};%zeros(35040,50); 

ViolationUnder_Bus={}; %zeros(35040,50); 

  

  

for kk=1: simulationSteps 

    DSSText.Command='Solve'; 

    Voltages=DSSCircuit.AllBusVmagPu; 

    Voltages=Voltages(4:end); 

   

    FindID=find(Voltages<VLlimit); 

    if isempty(FindID); 

        continue 

    end 

     

    BusName=DSSCircuit.AllNodeName; 

    BusName=BusName(4:end); 

  

    ViolationUnder(kk).Voltage=Voltages(FindID);  

    for ii=1:length(FindID) 

        

[ViolationUnder_Bus(kk).(['bus_',num2str(ii)])]=(BusName{FindID(ii)}); 

    end  

   

end 

  

ViolationUnder=ViolationUnder'; 

ViolationUnder_Bus=ViolationUnder_Bus'; 

writetable(struct2table(ViolationUnder), 'Voltage_basev117.csv') 

writetable(struct2table(ViolationUnder_Bus), 'Voltage_baseBUS117.csv') 

  

DSSText.Command='closedi';         

 

 


